INTRODUCTION
CDU 801.54 "labirint"
TYPES OF MAZES

Rodicae uxori suaviter
The labyrinth is beyond any doubt one of the most fascinating aspects of human societies. Though its magic forms and implications are well known and have been the subject of important analyses -the best known being perhaps P. Santarcangeli 's II libro dei labirinti now with many translations in various languages, lately rediscussed by Krzak (1985) -there still are unrevealed aspects, some perhaps improperly understood. It is our purpose to examine here (1) th~ pre-Indo-European (hereafter pre-IE) family of the fundamental Greek form labyrinthos (a term sometimes labelled 'Mediterranean', which is not ultimately incorrect), (2) the pre-IE family of English forms maze/amaze and their unexpected south and southeast European parallels (noticed a long tirne ago, but unconnected to this context), and (3) the interpretation of the available <lata in the sense that the labyrinth was initially a projection of the Neolithic Goddess 's sacred body.
Our investigation deals especially with linguistic <lata but will equally refer to archaeological and cultic aspects. It is our hypothesis that the initial meaning of labyrinthic structures was not only initiatic but reflected the inner meanders of Goddess's body, i.e. her sacred bowels. The purpose of this article isto substantiate this assertion. Table 1 The general distribution of the forms derived from the pre-Indo-European root *L -B-/*L -P-'stone, cliff, hill'. Greek guists (Trombetti 1925; Mu~u 1981; Paliga 1987; 1989; MS) . The primitive meaning 'structure of the big stones' shows that the Aegean-Greek labyrinths were typologically, if not even genetically, close to the megalithic monuments of Western Europe. We shall revert to this aspect in the final part of this paper. But before drawing conclusions it is of rnuch use to analyze in detail Eng. maze whose etymological context is less clear.
English forms maze/amaze and related para/le/s
It is well known that no other parallel of Eng. maze has been identified so far, this word being practically unexplained. The only clear connection can be traced to the verb amaze in Middle English stili preserving the meaning 'to bewilder, to confuse'. The Old English attested form is the past participle amasod (Skeat 1879; Onions et al. 1969; Morris et al. 1979 ). Klein's approach (1971) , together with the epithet 'probable' to Norw. masast 'to doze off' and Swed. masa 'be slow, sluggish' is doubtful, though not impossible, as we shall see below. In Canterbury Tales, the old meaning of amaze is stili preserved:
'Ye maze, maze, gode sire,' quod she, 'This thank have 1 for 1 have maad you see;' 'Allas!' quod she, 'that ever 1 was so kinde!' 'Now, dame,' quod he, 'lat al passe out of minde. ' (Merchant's Tale, v. 2387 -2390 quoted from Skeat 1913) .
Despite the almost desperate situation concerning the origin of these closely related words, at least one fact is clear: the primitive meaning should have been 'intricate, confused situation". No other parallels have been found, except Klein's approach quoted above.
The following forms should be considered in this context: a) A Pre-IE ('Mediterranean') root reconstructed as *mat(t)a 'bushy land, bushiness' has been identified as the etymon of Alb. mande 'mulberry' (the plant Morus), from a primitive form *mant-<*matt-, very probably akin to Basque mahats 'grape'. An Apullian forrri maline 'bushy land' is also attested, also the Italic personal name Matese, Meta (Bertoldi 1931: 258 ff.; Ribezzo 1950) . b) Perhaps (or probably) related to these, a primitive Uralic form *maijo a 'forest' has been reconstructed, out of which the Lappish muoi a i and Finnish metsii are explained, both preserving the primitive meaning. Another primitive Uralic form *miikt3 'bush, shrub' bas been also supposed for Fin. miitiis, Gen. miittiiiin (Collinder 1957: 115-6, 178; 1960: 407) . c) A particularly interesting word, supporting the facts stated so far and opening further perspectives, is Latvian mats 'hair' which has equally remained unexplained (Fraenkel 1955 (Fraenkel -1965 . miitaras 'as take, a pile'. Liden 1908: 493; both linguists assert that Lat v. mats is an obscure word). ' Some Romanian words also accept an explanation in this context, i.e. as derivatives from an old, primitive root having the meaning 'intricate, confuse'. A significant parallel is maj, pL maje 'gut (s)', 'bowels' together with the verb a ameji (from an older form amaji, cf. Pu~cariu 1916 Pu~cariu -1948 'to make/become dizzy, to stun' which was from the very beginning supposed by the author as the exact parallel of Eng. maze-amaze. But, as this detail has not been noticed so far, a brief discussion is necessary. Thus, Rom. maj(e) is usually compared to Napolitan matt~e 'id.' and Logudorese malta 'womb, stomach' far which a Latin form matia is supposed (Meyer-Liibke 1935; in Rosetti 1978: 139 the same solution is accepted, whereas on p. 598 a primitive meaning 'string' /?!/ is suggested).
The Jacts seem to be very debatable, yet it is obvious that, on the one hand, Lat. matia has not developed further pan-Romance forms but is preserved (better said, is considered to be so) only in Romanian and in two Italian dialects. On the other hand we find that Lat. matia is a 'mat de glossaire' (Ernout-Meillet 1959: 390 -"intestina unde matiarii dicuntur qui eadem tractant aut uendunt"). The; origin of Lat. matia is usually considered Or. µai:i:un name of a delicate and delicious meal stirring the appetite (Ernout-Meillet 1959; Walde-Hofmann 1938 -1954 Frisk 1960 ff.: II: 185; Chantraine 1968 Chantraine -1980 : 672 with further discussions).
Therefore (1) while in Romanian and the Italian dialects the meaning refers to an anatomical detail, i.e. a part of the body, (2) in Latin -asa supposed borrowing from Oreek -it clearly refers to cookery. The difference, of course, is not insuperable, knowing that the bowels of different animals are largely used far preparing various meals. The essential is that, anyway, the very etymon of Or. µai:i:un (in its turn the suggested source of Lat. matia) is obscure, so Pierre Chantraine ultimately supposes 'a term· borrowed from Macedonian' (Chantraine 1968 (Chantraine -1980 672 -"On pourrait se demander si n'est pas purement et simplement un terme emprunte au macedonien"). But -following this line of thought -Macedonian means a territory closer to the Thracian area, i.e. the substratum language of Romanian, a detail which may ultimately clarify the situation of all these terms. Though the primitive origin of the Oreek term may not affect the red thread of our demonstration, we assume that Chantraine's suggestion has a great probability of being. correct, especially in the context considered in these pages, opening the perspective of an indigenous term most probably connected to.Rom. maj(e), via a Thra,cian form easily reconstructable as *mats-if a meaning 'intricate, confuse' can be traced back to Or. µai:i:un , the Macedonian-Oreek word being therefore another relic ofthe Mediterranean rot *mat(s)-as identified and analyzed by the Italian scholars.
In what concerns the relation between (1) Lat. matia -Rom. maj(e) and (2) Lat. matia and the dialectal forms matt~e and rtz(Jtta, further considerations will be possible after presenting the situation of another word.
Rom. a amefi (a amafi) 'to make or become dizzy, to stun' is still more difficult to explain, three solutions being offered, as follows:
(1) An obscure term, perhaps an a-development from Slavic mrsti, mrst9 'dim, confused" (Tiktin 1901 (Tiktin -1916 : 60;_Slavic forms in Miklosich 1886: 189). This etymon is obviously impossible as the details regarding the phonetic changes of Sl. ? and the group -st-cannot be avoided.
(2) A Latin origin from (sensus) ammittere 'to affect the senses', aimed mainly at explaining the dialectal form a amete (in Transylvania), but disconsidering the oldest a amafi, which is· a fundamental detail (Saineanu 1929: 22) .
(3) The common explanation now is by Lat. *ammattire < mattus 'drunken' (Pu~cariu 1916 (Pu~cariu -1948 , 1: 147; ·accepted in Coteanu et al. 1975 : 31 also in Meyer-Liibke 1935: 445/5428, in the latter case without the Romance parallels as presented by Pu~cariu, i.e. It. malto 'mad, crazy', Fr .. mat 'powerless, weak' which are considered separately, under entry 5401 and 5424 respectively).
In our opinion these explanation should be now abandoned. They are not supported either by phonetic analysis or by certain mythological implications as shown below.
The Romanian words already analyzed, i.e. maj(e) 'bowels' and a amefi 'to stun' may offer -as the author believes -the very solution for many obscure facts. In other words, Rom. maj(e) -a ameji is the exact parallel of Eng. maze/to amaze, both in form and meaning, from a primitive root *MaT(T)-, very probably also *MaTs-'intricate, confused', already identified and analyzed by the Italian scholars Bertoldi and Ribezzo. For a complete analysis two details should be mentioned.
(a) The spelling of Eng. maze/to amaze is very well clarified by the Rom. form as well as by Basque mahats; both arguably preserve the original phoneme ./ts!, which, in the case of Romanian, should be accepted as existing in Thracianthe substratum language of Romanian.
2 Indeed, the same phoneme should be postulated for the oldest form which resulted in Eng. maze/amaze. It is known that in Old and Middle English the situation of s and z is confusing, sometimes one letter being used instead of the other, sometimes z being used for denoting a phoneme like /ts/ (e.g. Pyles 1964: 38-39) . This original phoneme is also witnessed by Latvian mats (see below).
(b) Both Rom. a amefi and Eng. amaze denote the same prefix a. The parallel is striking yet interpretable without referring to hazard. It is to observe that in many European languages the prefix a-may be variously explained. In English, there was a superposition of different influences, in this case being a reflection of Old English a-. On the other hand, in Romanian a-represents the evolution of Lat. ad. Yet in both cases it is better to suppose a primitive pre-Germanic and 2
The problems connected to the Thracian phonetic changes are too complex to be considered here. We tried a brief but comprehensive analysis in Byzantion, MS. For the very_ case discussed here, it is relevant to note that other Thracian words preserved in Romanian exhibit the same phoneme /ts/ which arguably was original, e.g. fap 'he-goat', very probably another pre-IE relic in Romanian.
pre-Celtic formation (in Britain) and pre-Thracian (in Romanian) of the type *a-mats-, later assirriilated to more productive derivative means.
In this perspective, the relation between Romanian, on the one hand, and the Italian and Macedonian-Greek terms on the other, should be reconsidered. The alternatives are:
(1) Either there is no immediate connection between Rom. maj(e) and the Italian dialectal forms matt,>"e and malta from Lat. matia in its turn from Gr. µai;i:6n , in which case the similarity between the Macedonian-Greek forms and the Thracian-Romanian ones may be accounted far in terms of a 'Balkank' element.
(2) Or, especially if considering the meaning of the Italian forms, one is to suppose an East-Romance influence towards the West, the Latin form matia therefore has no direct connection either with Rom. major with the Italian forms. In this case too, a primitive relationship between the Rom. words (via Thracian) and the Macedonian-Greek forms should be accepted.
No definite answer can be offered here, mainly because it is beyond the purpose of this paper, secondly because it requires a comprehensive review of other Balkanic elements migrated to the West, 3 thirdly because the very situation of Lat. matia and Gr. µai;i:6n is not at ali clear. At this stage of investigation it is essential (1) to note the relevant correspondence between Romanian and English, and (2) to note the correspondence between these forms and the other ones presented above, ali preserving a primitive meaning 'intricate, confused'.
In order to have a clearer image of these terms, it is interesting to revert to the obscure Latvian mats 'hair' now comparing it to another Romanian word: moj (J = ts) 'tuft of hair'. The similarity (if not quasi-identity) is striking and, once again, cannot be the result of hazard. The a/o vowel grade is easily explainable. To approach these two words is ali the more necessary because it has not been observed so far. Just like Latv. mats, Rom. moj has remained unexplained, being one of the very numerous Romanian words without etymon. The word appears also as the name of a population living in the West Carpathians in an isolated and very conservative area. These people are characterized by a specifically cut tuft of hair. The same word seemingly appears as the name of a Macedo-Romanian ethnic group: the Mojani (Pu~cariu 1916 -1948 , Papahagi 1924 Pa~ca 1927 Pa~ca : 1012 .
In addition to the parallel Rom. moj -Latv. mats, Romanian may ultimately clarify the facts presented by Klein (see above), namely an approach of Eng. mazel A folk belief connected to hair is noted: if a wolf sees someone in the morning, this person will surely become hoarse, against which the person must hold the tuft of hair on his head. For the magic valucs of hair, cf. Judges, 14·16 (Samson and Delilah), also Briider Grimm's tale Rapunzel, and finally loreley (or Lorelei) in the German folklore. amaze to Norw. masast 'to doze off' and Sw. masa 'to be slow, sluggish'. In this perspective, we cannot avoid the Romanian verb a mojlJi 'to doze off', the root of which is identical to moj 'tuft of hair'. This similarity probably has been considered as mere hazard. Anyway, a mofai is another enigma of the Romanian vocabulary. Finally, 1 should note the verb a mototo/i 'to crumple', seemingly a reduplicated form reductable to mot-mot-ol-, with a simplified pronunciation to mot-ot-ol-(further examples of such simplified reduplications are considered in our MS Byzantion ). We again have no reason to consider ali these forms as the result of mere hazard but as evidence of the real existence of an old non-IE root *MaT(T)-, *MaT(s)-(eventually with a parallel with o-vowel grade, which could result later as well by phonetic evolution).
Some remarks on Eng. maze/amaze and Rom. mat(e)/ameti
The situation of the words discussed and covering a large area of different linguistic structure (Germanic, Romance, Hellenic, Baltic, lberian) may be summarized thus:
(a) The primitive pre-IE root may be fairly well reconstructed as *M -T-, *M -Ts-(*MaTT-, *MaTs-, maybe also *MoTs-) 'intricate, confuse'.
(b) Eng. maze/amaze (*mats-/a-mats-) answers Rom-maj(e)lameji (amiiji)
'bowels/ to stun', the latter via a Thracian form *mats-/*a-mats-(*a-m a ts-).
Another parallel seems to be Eng. amaze, Norw. masast 'doze off', Sw. masa 'be slow' and Rom. a mojai 'doze off', the latter related in a way or another to moj 'tuft of hair'; such a relationship cannot be understood but in the context of the primitive meaning of the root: 'unclear, confuse'. Rom. a mototoli (reduplicated) should also be discussed in this context.
(c) Out of ali senses, i.e. (1) maze, (2) bowels, (3) to amaze, to stun, (4) to doze off, (5) bush, (6) hair, tuft of hair, different languages have preserved one or more meanings (yet never all these meanings, according to our investigations). In the light of the data available so far, Romanian seems to preserve most of these meanings: four of six, but the results are, of course, incomplete and new data may enrich the list.
(d) The sense 'bush, bushiness' is a group apart represented by Alb. mande (from *mant-<*matt-) 'mulberry', Italic mata, matta, maline 'bushy land, bushiness', Basque mahats 'grape', possibly Uralic *miikt3 'bush', *maij~ a 'forest'.
(e) Gr. µa-r-run 'a type of meal, a sausage' has an obscure position, with more or less of an affinity with all the other forms discussed, first of all to Rom. maj(e) 'bowels' (via Thracian, a substratum element in Romanian).
Pre-/ndo-European Relics
Ali these term.s are relics of a non-IE language (or closely related languages) once spoken in Europe before Indo-Europeanization. The phonetic changes as well as the meanings do not follow the laws known in the IE idioms. The situation of the Uralic forms *maij"'o a and *miikt3 is uncertain; they most probably belong to the context discussed here, but a fina! solution may be offered only when other correspondences between the Uralic family and the pre-IE substratom have been identified and analyzed. In this view it is perhaps better to reconstruct no primitive Uralic forms but to postulate a borrowing from an old non-Uralic (and non-IE) idiom.
Undoubtedly, most of the words belonging to the pre-IE root *M -T(T)-'confused, labyrinthic' had a magic symbolism. Eng. maze is a typical example. Others had, or stili have, implicit magic values, such as the creeds connected to hair .
5 Ali these forms may be a linguistic approach to a better understanding of the 'pre-IE phenomena', to the numerous aspects linked to the survival of pre-IE terms until modem times. But a better understanding of this symbolism may be achieved if we refer to the 'labyrinthic phenomenon'.
Gr. labyrinthos, Eng. maze, Rom. mat(e)
If there is now little doubt that the initial meaning of Gr. labyrinthos was 'structure of huge stones' and also little doubt that the first meaning of Eng. maze was 'intricate, confused, labyrinthic' (meaning also shared by Rom. maje), what could be the common features of both these semantic fields, apparently distant (and distinct), and belonging to different cultural areas?
One first common feature is obvious: both semantic fields are well represented in a large area of Europe, in the first case being forms derived from a primitive pre-IE root *L -P-'stone, cliff', in the second case forms derived from a primitive (equally non-IE) root *
M -T(T)-, *M -T(s).
Another common feature -and the most important -is that ali the forms analyzed reflect a pre-IE heritage. In order to understand the typological context of these pre-IE (Neolithic) cultures, it is imperative to observe that they were dominated by female deities, as abundantly witnessed by archaeological evidence (Gimbutas 1982) . Similarly, the megalithic monuments of Western Europe also copied the Goddess's body: the vulva, vagina and uterus. The origin of this representation is undoubtedly in Upper Pal.aeolithic. Severa! figures on the walls of the megalilths have clear parallels in the Neolithic cultures of south-east Europe (Gimbutas 1985) . 
'bush, tree'
'hair' Notes to In this view it becomes clear that the archaic symbolism of the megaliths, labyrinths and bowels is now obviously derived from Upper Palaeolithic / Early Neolithic references to the Goddess's sacred body in her various hypostases: Creatrix (LifeGiver) or Death-Giver. If the megalithic monuments tried to copy the Goddess's body Gust like certain caves chosen for ritual practices), the labyrinth (i.e. 'the structure of huge stones') ,copied the Goddess's bowels (Fig. 1) . The parallel Eng. maze -Rom. maje is relevant and inevitable. The fact that the labyrinth was sometimes viewed as 'the house of the entrails' is once again relevant (Santarcangeli 1974 , with a sub-chapter thus entitled). The association between the labyrinth -in its later, derived sense of 'intricate, confused' -and bowels is obvious and based 0111 a profound knowledge of the human body. It is therefore no wonder that in various cultural areas (Southeast Europe, Western Europe, lberia, Italy) the labyrinth -in its endless versions -was (and perhaps stili is) continuously imbued with magic powers. 
Notes to
CONCLUSIONS
In the light of the data presented here, we hope it has become evident that the labyrinth initially functioned as a cult place, as so well represented in the Aegean (cf. Rutkowski 1972) , and more exactly a cult place similar to the megalithic monuments ofWestern Europe which copied the Neolithic Goddess's body. It is only later -when the initial meaning was !ost, as always happens in the history of culturethat the labyrinth became associated with other functions and was interpreted mainly asa way of redemption (cf. Krzak 1986 ).
The labyrinth was initially another form of revering the Neolithic Goddess and any interpretation of its meanings and functions should comply with the age when these genuine cult places were built and when they had their meaning, later forgotten or reinterpreted according to the fashion of the day.
To commemorate the labyrinth is to commemorate the beginnings of European cult activities which go back in tirne to the Upper Palaeolithic or may be stili earlier.
